
*Earn 12 CEUs from AAPC*

Get ready for a challenging, yet interactive training 
course that involves advanced coding for unique 
spine cases that will allow you to uncover the proper 
coding technique to maximize reimbursement. 

Then, gain a competitive edge with our Advanced 
Appeals Course featuring a full day of in-depth, high-
level appeals, through each level of the appeals 
process in order to understand the steps needed to 
receive maximum reimbursement for your spine 
cases. Our Advanced Appeals Workshop that 
promotes hands-on training that will have the 
specialist engage in coding, auditing and identifying 
appeals on spine cases.

Agenda

Putting Up Our Dukes 1.5 CEUs
Take aim at working through denials that are received and learn how to formulate strategies to win appeals. 

Medical Policy Guidelines 1.5 CEUs
Understand how insurance carriers detail their coverage policies and learn how to employ techniques to 
remain compliant with carrier protocols.

Identify the Appeal 2.5 CEUs
Study the different types of appeals necessary to remain on point when formulating the proper appeal 
throughout the communication cycle.

Types of Appeal Letters 1 CEUs
Learn how to develop appeal letters that are strong and fluid.

Appeals Workshop Cases 2 CEUs
Learn how to code cases and analyze insurance carrier responses in order to work through the auditing 
and appeals process.

Appeal Type 1.5 CEUs
Know how to correctly identify the specific appeals that focus on the matters at hand.

Date: TBD   Time: 9am - 5pm EST           Location: Microsoft Teams Meeting

Coding Boot Camp 2.0 CEUs
Our Boot Camp course will solidify your knowledge in spine coding and provide you with a strong 
foundation in order for you to become a top agent in this most complicated field. 

Act Now and Register! 
Discounted Price: $450.00

For more information or to make a purchase, please contact Tamara Adair via email at 
tadair@thebusinessofspine.com or by phone at 866-859-7759.

Contact Us! 
866.859.7759 | contact@thebusinessofspine.com | www.thebusinessofspine.com

Spine Coding & Appeals Workshop

The Business of Spine

https://files.constantcontact.com/42356a47201/da6b2c37-87a1-4bb1-bdb7-918d0d56a661.pdf



